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18.04.2016 – Ports Regulation : April

18th, start of the Trilogue meetings

The adoption in plenary by the European Parliament of the

report on Ports Regulation last March 8th has confirmed that

the compromise text constitutes a good basis for negotiation

between the European Parliament, the Council and the

European Commission.

FEPORT expressed its support to the compromise text because

it is a balanced result which reflects the inclusive dialogue

initiated by M. Fleckenstein with key port stakeholders.

 

“We are satisfied by the exclusion of cargo handling from

chapter II, organization of port services in the texts as proposed

and agreed upon by the European Commission, the European

Parliament and the Council (General Approach). There is a

common understanding between the three institutions regarding

the competition that prevails within the cargo handling industry,

particularly in a context where efforts to respond to customers’

increasing demand are so significant in terms of investments and

continuous adaptation” commented FEPORT’s Secretary

General, Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid. 

"The provisions regarding transparency in Chapter 3 are also

important for FEPORT members who are not only port users but

also private investors seeking for clear, transparent,

non-discriminatory rules and adequate procedures of

consultation about project developments in ports” continued

Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid.

“We are looking forward to having the confirmation that private

investors’ efforts are taken into account by the three institutions

involved in the framework of the trilogue talks” concluded

FEPORT Secretary General.

 

A day before the adoption in plenary of the report on Ports

Regulation ie March 7th, the Commission has launched the first

consultation regarding the Draft Commission Regulation

amending Regulation (EU) No 651/2014 declaring certain

categories of aid compatible with the internal market in

application of Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty (GBER).

 

FEPORT has always been in favour of clarifications regarding

key concepts relating to the notion State aid in respect of

transport infrastructure with the overall objective of ensuring

that measures that distort competition are  prevented. It is

important in this respect that the provisions of Ports

Regulation remain consistent with the GBER.

 

This being said, it is also important that any legal framework

does not go beyond what is useful with the consequence that

Member States have unnecessary restrictions with regard to

the planning and financing of public transport infrastructure

and projects of European and national interest.

19.04.2016 - The Association of European

Vehicle Logistics’ Annual Dinner Debate

at the European Parliament

Last April  19th, FEPORT was invited to attend ECG’s annual

Dinner Debate held in the premises of the European

Parliament.
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The event was hosted by MEP Gesine Meiβner and featured

high-level speakers from both the European Commission, Ms.

Desirée Oen (Deputy Head of Cabinet of Commissioner Bulc)

and Ms. Brigide Kisters, Counsellor Infrastructure, Transport

& Mobility at the Netherlands Permanent Representation to

the EU who was speaking on behalf of the current Dutch

Presidency of the EU.

 

The event, entitled “Digitalisation in logistics - Is our speed

sufficient? …or are the Member States pushing the brakes?”

was very well attended by ECG Board members, MEPs and

assistants, Commission officials and Brussels stakeholders.

 

It was opened by ECG Chairman and President-elect,

Wolfgang Göbel, who underscored the importance of

digitalisation in logistics. He said investment is needed not

just for hardware in the logistics sector but also in software.

 

MEP Meiβner, member of the EP’s Transport & Logistics

Committee, highlighted in her keynote speech that

digitalisation is a real challenge for lawmakers as

development happens so fast in the sector.

 

Michael Bünning, ECG Board member and Managing Director

of BLG Automobile Logistics (BLG Logistics is also a member of

FEPORT), took the floor to speak about the (non-)use of

e-documents in logistics. Speaking of his own company, he

highlighted that 1 million cars transported annually means 2

million sheets of paper.

 

The UN-developed eCMR protocol was designed to provide a

legal framework to allow electronic consignment notes for

international transport, but only 8 EU Member States and

20.04.2016 – Plenary Meeting of Trade

Contact Group

In Commission and the Trade representatives participated in the

final Plenary meeting of the Trade Contact Group before the

Union Customs Code comes into force on 01 May.

 

The Union Customs Code is part of the modernisation of

customs and is intended to serve as the new framework

Regulation on the rules and procedures for customs throughout

the EU.

 

The Plenary meeting focused strongly on continued work

required by the Commission, Trade and Member States to

ensure the implementation of the new rules are successful.

 

The Trade Contact Group and the various project groups related

to the Union Customs Code will continue to function post 01

May.

Switzerland have ratified it so far. The picture is further

complicated by the fact that when trucks are crossing a

country where the eCMR protocol has not yet been ratified,

electronic documents can’t be used for the journey. Mr.

Bünning highlighted that a Europe-wide solution is needed.

 

Mrs. Brigide Kisters underlined in her speech that logistics is

one of the sectors where closer co-operation is needed in the

EU and called for the “high-speed” adoption of eCMR; best

practice sharing and co-operation through the DTLF forum.

 

The last speaker at the event was Mrs. Desirée Oen who noted

that the different national rules or the reintroduction of

border controls create various hindrances to the efficient

functioning of logistics. She said that the use of Big Data

creates efficiency opportunities but there are some objections

to data sharing from the Member States. The good functioning

of Big Data needs the appropriate infrastructure. She called on

ECG to make sure its voice is heard, especially in the

Transport Ministries of the Member States.
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20.04.2016 – Weighing of containers:

FEPORT jointly with CLECAT, ESC and

ESPO reiterate the call to Member States

European organizations representing Shippers, Freight

Forwarders, Terminal Operators and Port Authorities call on

National Authorities take action in coordination to preserve

level playing field. 

 

In November 2014, the International Maritime Organization

(IMO) agreed upon rules for the mandatory weighing of all

sea-bound containers to be loaded on a vessel. The above

mentioned organizations accept these rules and are committed

to working towards the successful implementation of the new

legal obligation.

 

The amended SOLAS convention will come into force from 01

July 2016, after which date all “shippers” (that is the party

named in the ocean carrier’s bill of lading) must declare to the

carrier in advance the verified weight of packed containers.

 

To ensure that the logistics chain can continue to function in a

proper manner as of 01 July, the above mentioned

organizations call on national authorities to take urgent,

coordinated action along the lines indicated below. The absence

of such action will lead to competition distortion and significant

interruption to the functioning of the logistics chain.

See the whole Joint Statement paper here.

FEPORT supports the 2nd Annual BIC

Scholarship Program
The mission of the BIC is to promote and

support safe, secure and sustainable

containerization and intermodal

transportation. The BIC Scholarship

Awards were created to help support the

industry leaders of tomorrow and to encourage continued focus

on safety, security, standardization and sustainability in our

industry. The deadline for submissions is 15 July 2016. You can

find more details here.

FEPORT supports ICHCA efforts to

raise awareness about SOLAS new

container weighing requirements –

ICHCA seminar, 1 June 2016, Antwerp,

Belgium

ICHCA with whom FEPORT has

recently signed a Memorandum

of Understanding was involved

in drafting the new SOLAS

VGM regulations and is now

working alongside IMO and

other key industry bodies to

facilitate global implementation

of this landmark container

safety rule.

ICHCA Container Weighing

Seminar will feature a highly

focused programme

concentrating on 3 key aspects:

Compliance – the emerging legal & liability landscape

Communication - capturing VGM data & flowing it through

the supply chain

Contingency – knowing what to do when things go wrong.

The Seminar will be wrapped-up by “Next Steps – is

knowing the VGM enough?” session.

More information about the event can be found here.

FEPORT will participate to the 40th TOC

EUROPE, 14-16 June 2016, Hamburg,

Germany

TOC Europe is the global meeting place for ports, terminals,

shipping lines, 3PLs & shippers. The exhibition is a showcase

for port and terminal technology and operations and the

conference focuses on collaboration within the container

supply chain.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/feport
http://www.feport.eu/
http://www.feport.eu/2014-11-18-12-05-27/news/news/247-joint-statement-by-clecat-esc-espo-and-feport-regarding-weighing-of-containers
http://www.etouches.com/ichcacontainerweighing2016
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Feport/1506962022904963?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/LKB_FEPORT
https://www.bic-code.org/images/pdf/bic%20scholarships%20announcement%202016.pdf
https://www.bic-code.org/images/pdf/bic%20scholarships%20announcement%202016.pdf
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Through the years TOC has built a strong reputation as the

trusted event portfolio for the maritime trade, shipping, ports

and terminal communities. The events now have a renewed

focus on supply chain making them the premier business and

networking event for the stakeholders within the container

supply chain.

More information about this year’s edition can be found here.

Meetings of the month
FEPORT Port Policy Committee meeting, Paris

FEPORT Customs and Logistics Committee meeting,

Amsterdam

FEPORT Board of Directors meeting, Paris

13.04.2016

15.04.2016

21.04.2016

Coming meetings
FEPORT Environment Safety and Security

Committee meeting, Paris

FEPORT Port Policy Committee meeting, Paris

OECD Summit, Leipzig

Maritime day, Turku, Finland

FEPORT Scandinavian Tour – Turku and Stockholm

Journal de la Marine Marchande Seminar

ECASBA seminar, Lisbon

ICHCA Container Weighing Seminar, Antwerp

ESPO Conference, Dublin

FEPORT Social Affairs Committee Meeting, Valencia

FEPORT Customs and Logistics Committee meeting,

Valencia

FEPORT Board of Directors meeting, Valencia

FEPORT General Assembly, Valencia

TOC Hamburg

TEN-T Days Dutch Presidency, Rotterdam

AIVP Conference, Malaga

Social Dialogue Committee for Ports, Brussels

10.05.2016

 

12.05.2016

17-19.05.2016

18-19.05.2016

19-20.05.2016

20.05.2016

26-27.05.2016

01.06.2016

1-3.06.2016

08.06.2016

09.06.2016

 

09.06.2016

10.06.2016

14-16.06.2016

20-22.06.2016

23-25.06.2016

28.06.2016
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